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“To us, tradition
and progress
are not opposites,
but our daily
business.”
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Said and done.
For us, it’s a promise.
For over 140 years, the SPAETER Group stands for
steel and partnership – internationally, nationally
and locally. Trust and the will to fulfil our customer’s
wishes made us one of the 500 top-selling family
businesses in Germany. We are confident to do the
right things and also do them really good.
Because as a private steel trading company, we are
working independently from the interests of steel
producers and set a high value on personal contact to
our partners. A modern large-scale enterprise with a
grounded middle class culture, generalists and
specialists at the same time who always find the
fitting solution.
We are there when it matters.
You can count on that.
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“16 companies in Germany
as well as a worldwide
network ensure a perfectly
compiled product range.”
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• 116 employees,
thereof 11 apprentices in the
commercial and trading sectors
• Specialised in: sectional steel,
structural hollow sections,
flat products like thin, strip,
flooring and heavy plate
• Ultra-modern sawing park for
tubes and profiles as well as
a saw-drill centre
• Size: > 65.000 sq. m,
storage area: > 55.000 sq. m
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• Pan-European delivery
• DIN ISO 9001:2015 certified

Quality and precision
to the highest perfection.
Ever since 1960, Carl Spaeter Südwest limited company
in Karlsruhe – and today also in Regensburg, München
and Geislingen – is your trusting and strong partner for
all aspects of the subject of steel.
Despite our size and our continuous growth, we
cherish the values of the middle class and are
proud of our friendly staff, who do their daily
work with utmost accurateness and reliability.
Here, our staff personally ensures that your
order is handled quickly and reliably to meet

your demands. In the process, our extremely
high storage capacity guarantees speedy delivery and high flexibility.
Of course, we are happy to offer you implementations and cuts exactly according to your
specifications.

“Our promise:
We act for your
success.”

Management board SPAETER Südwest:

Winfried Abach
w.abach@spaeter-karlsruhe.de
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Overview of our offer:
• 10,000 t H-beam and sectional steel
in stock
• 3.000 t bar steel always in stock
• 7,000 t tubes thereof 3,000 t in a
fully automatic high rack warehouse
in various implementations
• 4.000 t plates in grades DC01, DC04,
hot zinc dipped and electrogalvanised
• 8.000 t strips in grades DD11, DD12,
S235, S355, S500 and S700
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• 2.000 t Corten steel, bulb and checker
plates

Stock filled, ears open.
In order to make our customers perfectly happy as
quick as possible, we always keep our stocks well filled.
In case of any questions regarding product range,
services or prefabrication offers, our experts are there
for you at all times. Shake on it.
Flat products

Tubes

No matter if engine building, vehicle or bridge
construction, in laser or firing operation – he
knows flat products for any field of application
back to front:

Tubes stand for longevity, precision and a wide
range of capabilities. If you want to know how to
professionally store these products, simply
contact our specialist:

Thomas Schmitt (Department Head)

Ingo Scharf (Department Head)

t.schmitt@spaeter-karlsruhe.de

i.scharf@spaeter-karlsruhe.de

Sectional steel
Bridges, sports halls or stadiums – nothing
works without sectional steel girders. The
concentrated competence in the matters of
quality grades and customer support has a
name around here:
René Schmoranzer (Department Head)
r.schmoranzer@spaeter-karlsruhe.de
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We understand good service:
• Product variety due to a wide and
deep range
• Realtime handling of your case of
need
• Short delivery times from the
facility or our field warehouses
• Networking with well-known
suppliers and service providers
• Safety and freedom of action
due to the size of the SPAETER
company group
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• Personal contact person and
customer focus

Our service:
Steel products with added
Flat products, sectional steel and tubes – steel is more
to us than just a fascinating product. It’s the basis
for that certain extra in terms of customer support.
Because service ranks first for us.
Logistics

Prefabrication

Sometimes speed is of the essence. Continuous
analysis of international markets, an extensive
inventory maintenance as well as our high
procurement and logistics competence allow us
to react quickly and customer-specific.

Your product, exactly according to your specifications. No matter if cut to required length,
descaling, shop primer (rust-proofing) or material testing – you define the product, we deliver.

Product variety and quantity
The more, the better – quantity matters. More
than 36,000 t of steel on a surface of 55,000 sq. m
spread on the facility in Karlsruhe and two additional warehouses guarantee speedy delivery.
And in case we don’t have a product in stock,
we will get it with a little help from our global
network of strong and reliable partners.

Special solutions
“Not available”? Not with us – it’s that simple.
We avoid problems by finding solutions and our
staff always keep their cool even with non-standard enquiries.
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Steel for the future.
The history of SPAETER Südwest.

Founded in Karlsruhe as a steelwork

With the takeover of SPAETER Mannheim,

company for the construction of refine-

SPAETER Karlsruhe turns from a steelwork

ries. To this day Karlsruhe is the only

company into a successful steel trade.

SPAETER plant with ship connection.
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Decades of experience and
strategic investment in the
development of modern
technology pay dividends:
SPAETER becomes a major

dealer of long products.

Born in Thuringia, Carl Spaeter writes
the first chapter of the SPAETER

The flat and aluminium semi-

success story by establishing the

finished range completes the

company. With 16 locations across

product portfolio. SPAETER

Germany, the story continues to this

thus becomes a full-range

day.

supplier that customers of the
group can rely on at all times.

Progress from the group.
The history of SPAETER.

The extension of our fully automatic high rack ware-

With an additional depot, we increased our storage and

house regulates precise procurement and delivery.

prefabrication capacity to 55,000 sq. m. The latest

Almost at the same time, a saw and drill centre with

sawing park is at our disposal.

3 axles has been built up that completes our wide

And we will keep on investing: An additional storage and

spread prefabrication offer.

prefabrication area is already in the planning stages.

2005
from 1990

2019
1998

Today

2006

SPAETER is and will always

Nowadays, the SPAETER

be a family company:

Group is a company with

representing the 5th gene-

1,600 employees.

ration, Irmhild Spaeter

Reliable structures and

becomes an associate of

fair actions are guaran-

the SPAETER Group.

tors for a successful
development – for over
140 years.

By increasing its prefabri-

SPAETER Headquarters are

cation competence and

now located at the inner

by starting the stainless

harbour of Duisburg – in

steel business, SPAETER

a landmarked former

expanded its quality offer.

granary.
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Said and done: SPAETER
makes the difference.
We offer the best product and the best service for our
customers and stand for reliability and solid
partnership. We live up to these values every day –
non-bureaucratic and passionate, our customers’ needs
always in mind and with a large number of strong
partners.
Cross our heart – our open and authoritative manner,
our high process and solution competence as well as our
size allow us to live our vision of tradition and futureoriented spirit of innovation. This is what defines us.

Good reasons for SPAETER:
• Passion for steel since1875
• Quality and precision products
• Wide variety in our product range
• Cutting-edge expert knowledge
• Speedy and reliable delivery
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“Communication
at eye level always
leads to the best
solution.”
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CONTACT:
SPAETER Südwest GmbH

Fettweisstrasse 14 - 18
76189 Karlsruhe
Tel: +49 721 5701-0
E-Mail: info@spaeter-karlsruhe.de
www.spaeter-suedwest.de

Facility Regensburg:
Hemauerstrasse 6
93047 Regensburg
Tel: +49 941 595788-0

Facility München:
Sigmund-Riefler-Bogen 10
81829 München
Tel: +49 89 4546201-0

Facility Geislingen:
Stockstrasse 2
73312 Geislingen
Tel: +49 7331 30590-0

